
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL WEIHNACHTEN 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" 

WEIHNACHTZEIT / CHRISTMAS SEASON 

NIKOLAUSABEND-NICHOLAS EVE 
der 5. Dezern ber 

HERE COMES SANTA CLAUS (WITH HIS SATANIC SIDEKICK) 

"Just symbolically though of course," he said, resplendent in his shaggy Roman centurion-cum

zombie costume, animal bones dangling here and there. 

It starts off innocently, with Santa -- or rather Saint Nicholas - giving out sweets. But fear is in the air 

because soon come his satanic sidekicks, dozens of them. 

Wave after wave bound in, stomping around a roaring fire that sends sparks into the night sky, 

clanging cow bells attached to their backs and brandishing whips and blazing red flares. 

With heavy metal blaring, the several hundred spectators in the market town watch behind safety 

barriers as the demonic creatures prowl around menacingly, leering at the public. 

But apart from one tearful little girl, everyone has fun. The monsters high-five with kids as they slope 

off back to their lair - actually the local school -- to get changed. 

"We are trying to make it look brutal but our whips are only made of horse hair," Eigner assures us. 

"People can hardly feel it if we hit them." 

Black angels and ores 

It 's a booming trend, with ever more groups springing up to satisfy a seemingly insatiable demand, 

and not just in Austria but in southern Germany and further afield too. 

One of Austria's biggest parades, in Schladming south of Salzburg, involves some 800 monsters and 

attracts 8,000 spectators paying 12-1 5 euros {$14-18) per adult. 

Yet, while it may be inspired by past customs, the phenomenon has moved and evolved far beyond 

its supposed origins in the remote valleys of the Alps. 

Head-to-hoof in dark fur with horns, a tail and a lolling red tongue, from the 16th century Krampus 

traditionally appeared on December 5th, the eve of Saint Nicholas Day. 

"Children would be tested on religious knowledge by Saint Nicholas. He would reward them but 

couldn't punish them. That was Kram pus's job," ethnologist Helga Maria Wolf told AFP. 

"Even into the 1960s, the pair would visit families on request," she said. 


